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Dynamical decoupling using slow pulses: Efficient suppression of 1Õf noise
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The application of dynamical decoupling pulses to a single qubit interacting with a linear harmonic oscillator
bath with 1/f ~more generally, strong low-frequency! spectral density is studied, and compared to the Ohmic
case. Decoupling pulses that are slower than the fastest bath time scale are shown to drastically reduce the
decoherence rate in the 1/f case. Contrary to conclusions drawn from previous studies, this shows that dy-
namical decoupling pulses do not always have to be ultrafast. Our results explain the recent experiment in
which dephasing due to 1/f charge noise affecting a charge qubit in a small superconducting electrode was
successfully suppressed using spin-echo-type gate-voltage pulses.
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The most serious problem in the physical implementat
of quantum information processing is that of maintaini
quantum coherence. Decoherence due to interaction with
environment can spoil the advantage of quantum algorith
@1#. One of the proposed remedies is the method of ‘‘dyna
cal decoupling’’ or ‘‘bang-bang’’~BB! pulses, in which
strong and sufficiently fast pulses are applied to the syst
In this manner one can either eliminate or symmetrize
system-bath Hamiltonian so that system and bath are e
tively decoupled@2–11#. The BB method was proposed i
@2#, where a quantitative analysis was first performed
pure dephasing in the linear spin-boson model:HSB5gsz
^ B, wheresz is the Pauliz matrix andB is a Hermitian
boson operator. The analysis was recently extended to
nonlinear spin-boson model, with similar conclusions ab
performance@3#. Decoupling has also been applied to t
suppression of spontaneous emission@4# and magnetic state
decoherence induced by collisions in a vapor@5#. Since the
decoupling pulses arestrongone ignores the evolution unde
HSB while the pulses are on, and since the pulses arefastone
ignores the evolution of the bath under its free Hamilton
HB during the pulse cycle. The latter assumption is usua
stated as

Dt!1/Luv , ~1!

whereDt is the pulse interval length andLuv is the high-
frequency cutoff of the bath spectral densityI (v) @2# @see
Eq. ~2! below#. It can be shown that the overall system-ba
coupling strengthg is then renormalized by a factorDtLuv
after a cycle of decoupling pulses@6#, and that the bath-
induced error rate is reduced by a factor proportional
(DtLuv)2 @7#. A temperatureT.0 sets an additional, ther
mal decoherence time scale that must be beaten in orde
the decoupling method to work@2,8#.

The conclusion~1! is extremely stringent, as the tim
scaleDt may be too small to be practically attainable. Mor
over, as we show below, and has been argued before on
basis of the inverse quantum Zeno effect@10#, decoherence
may be enhanced, rather than suppressed, if Eq.~1! is not
satisfied. Equation~1! is based on studies in which the ba
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was modeled as a system of harmonic oscillators, wit
spectral density of the formI (v)}vne2v/Luv, with n51
~Ohmic case! @2#, or using a flat spectral density with a finit
cutoff Luv @8#, or without reference to a specific spectr
density but emphasizing features of its high-frequency co
ponents@3,7#. However, a ubiquitous class of baths does n
fall into this category, and we show here that then the c
dition ~1! is overly restrictive. This is the case for so-calle
1/f noise, or more generally 1/f a (a.0). In these cases th
bath spectral density decays as a power law, bounded
tween infrared~ir, lower! and ultraviolet~uv, upper! cutoffs
L ir andLuv , respectively. In quantum computer impleme
tations this is often attributable to~but certainly not limited
to! charge fluctuations in electrodes providing control vo
ages. The need for such electrodes is widespread in quan
computer proposals, e.g., trapped ions~where observed 1/f
noise was reported in@12#!, quantum dots@13#, doped silicon
@14#, electrons on helium@15#, and superconducting qubit
@16#. In the last case, in a recent experiment involving
charge qubit in a small superconducting electrode~Cooper-
pair box!, a spin-echo-type version of the BB was succe
fully used to suppress low-frequency energy-level fluctu
tions ~causing dephasing! due to 1/f charge noise@16#. Here
we explain the origin of such a result and discuss its gen
applicability.

On the time scalet.1/Luv , the details of the system-bat
interaction and internal bath dynamics become importa
Since for 1/f noise most of the bath spectral density is co
centrated in the low, rather than the high end of the f
quency range, it turns out that in this case BB decoupl
with slow pulses (Dt.1/Luv) depends more sensitively o
the lower than on the upper cutoff. In particular, we sho
that the suppression of dephasing is more effective when
noise originates in a bath with 1/f spectrum than in the
Ohmic case, owing to the abundance of ir modes in
former. In the following we present the results of our ana
sis contrasting the BB results for 1/f and Ohmic baths.

Decoupling for spin-boson model. We consider the linear
spin-boson model including periodic decoupling pulses.
first briefly review and somewhat simplify the results deriv
in @2#. We usekB5\51 units. The Hamiltonian is
©2004 The American Physical Society02-1
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H5HS1HB1HSB1HP

5
e

2
sz1(

k
vkbk

†bk1(
k

sz~gk* bk1gkbk
†!1HP ,

where the first~second! term governs the free system~bath!
evolution; the third term is the~linear! system-bath interac
tion in whichbk is thekth-mode boson annihilation operato
andgk is a coupling constant; and the last term is the fu
controllable Hamiltonian generating the decoupling pulse

HP~ t !5 (
n51

N

Vn~ t !ei etsz/2sxe
2 i etsz/2,

where the pulse amplitudeVn(t)5V for tn<t<tn1t and 0
otherwise, lasting for a durationt!Dt, with tn5nDt being
the time at which thenth pulse is applied. The properties o
the bath are captured by its spectral density

I ~v!5(
k

d~v2vk!ugku2. ~2!

The reduced system density matrix is obtained from
total density matrix by tracing over the bath degrees of fr
dom

rS~ t !5TrB@r~ t !#5TrB@U~ t !rS~0! ^ rB~0!U†~ t !#,

where we have assumed a factorized initial condition
tween the system and thermal bath, andU(t) is the time
evolution generated byH:U(t)5T exp@2i*0

t dsH(s)# (T de-
notes time ordering!. We are interested in how decouplin
improves the system coherence, defined asr01(t)
5^0urS(t)u1&, whereu0&,u1& aresz eigenstates. In the inter
action picture with respect toHS and HB the result in the
absence of decoupling pulses~free evolution! is r01

I (t)
5e2G0(t)r01

I (0), where

G0~ t !5E
L ir

Luv
dv cothS bv

2 D12cosvt

v2
I ~v!, ~3!

b51/(kBT). In the Schro¨dinger picture there are oscillation
at the natural frequencye, i.e., r01(t)5e2 i etr01

I (t).
Similarly in the presence of the decoupling pulses,

t2N52NDt, r01
I (t2N)5e2 i et2Ne2GP(N,Dt)r01

I (0), where we
can show from Eqs.~46! and ~47! of @2# that

GP~N,Dt !54E
L ir

Luv
dv cothS bv

2 D12cosvt2N

v2

3I ~v!tan2S vDt

2 D . ~4!

The tan2(vDt/2) term ~which was not found in@2#! is the
suppression factor arising from the decoupling procedure
effect, the bath spectral density in the presence of decoup
pulses has been transformed fromI (v) to the effective spec-
tral density I 8(v)5I (v)tan2(vDt/2). This is a crucial
point: owing to the tan2 factor the low-frequency modes i
03030
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I 8(v) are strongly suppressed. In other words,the BB pulses
act as a high-pass filter for environmental noise. For this
reason the BB method is particularly effective forgeneral
strong low-frequency noise, in particular, but certainly n
limited to, the 1/f case. Note further that the singularity o
tan2 at vDt5(2l 11)p for an integerl is canceled by the
vanishing of 12cosvt2N at the same points, soGP remains
finite. Nevertheless, and as already pointed out in@2#, the
valuevDt5p is special: In the limitN@1 the integrand of
Eq. ~4! is highly oscillatory forvDt.p, and grows to 16N2

at vDt5p. Thus, decoherence suppression is effective w

LuvDt,p. ~5!

This is an upper bound onDt that is independent of the
specific form ofI (v). Note further that decouplingenhances
decoherence from all modes with (4l 11)p/2,vDt,(4l
13)p/2, since for these values tan2(vDt/2).1. However,
this effect may be quenched if the weight of these mode
sufficiently low; this is indeed what happens in the 1/f case.

Results for1/f and Ohmic spectral densities. Let us now
assume that the spectral density has the following form:

I ~v!5gvn, n561, ~6!

with uv cutoff Luv and ir cutoffL ir . Thus we are comparing
1/f noise ~the casen521) to an Ohmic bath~the casen
51, considered in@2#!.

To explain the effect of pulses qualitatively, we approx
mate tan2x by x2(122x/p)21, which allows us to obtain an
explicit form for GP for 0<LuvDt,p/2. We further expand
cothx'112 exp(22x) (x.1). Then, the contribution toGP
for 1/f noise at low temperature is the sum of the zero te
perature part

GP
(T50)~N,Dt !5g~Dt !2F lnH Luv

L0
J 2 lnH p2LuvDt

p2L ir Dt J
2Ci~Luvt2N!1Ci~L0t2N!1O~Dt !G ,

~7!

and the low-temperature correction

GP
(T.0)~N,Dt !5

g~Dt !2

2 F ln~11T2t2N
2 !1

2DtT

p

3H 12
1

11T2t2N
2 J 1O~T2!G , ~8!

where Ci is the cosine integral. In Eq.~8!, the limits L ir
→0 and Luv→` are taken. All terms are finite in thes
limits. The first and second terms inGP

(T50)(N,Dt) ~indepen-
dent of t2N) determine the asymptotic valueGP

(T50)(`,Dt);
the remainder is a damped oscillatory part, given by the
ference of two cosine integrals, that vanishes at long tim
The second logarithmic term diverges as the pulse inte
approaches the inverse uv cutoff frequency time scale of
bath leading to decoherence enhancement from the tan2 term
2-2
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in Eq. ~4!. These behaviors are reflected in the exact so
tions displayed in Fig. 1. The leading order finite temperat
correctionGP

(T.0)(N,Dt) can be separated into two term
The first term characterizes the asymptotic power law de
and the second term gives the initial damping and
asymptotic relaxation to thet2N-independent constant.

In Fig. 1 the logarithm of the decoherence factorsG0(t)
~free evolution! andGP(t) ~pulsed evolution! for the 1/f and
Ohmic cases are shown. The smallerG, the more coherent is
the evolution. The apparent oscillations with a frequen
given byLuv are caused by the use of a sudden cutoff. Giv
the parameters used in Fig. 1, the standard time scale co
tion Dt!1/Luv is not satisfied in the 1/f case, while it is
(DtLuv50.25) in the Ohmic case. The most striking featu
apparent in Fig. 1 is the highly efficient suppression of d
coherence in the case of 1/f noise, in spite of the seemingl
unfavorable pulse interval length. In addition, it can
shown that decoherence due to the 1/f bath is accelerated
when the ir cutoff is decreased, and is more sensitive to th
cutoff than the Ohmic case. This is a direct consequenc
the fact that most of the modes in a 1/f spectrum are con
centrated aroundL ir . For 1/f baths we therefore expect slo
and strong decoherence on a long time scale, that ma
efficiently suppressed by relativelyslowand strong pulses. A
similar conclusion is applicable to baths with 1/f a spectral
density. More generally, our results imply that the effectiv
ness of decoupling pulses is determined by how well
modes are concentrated in the low-frequency regime c
pared to the suppression of these modes by the tan2 factor of
Eq. ~4!. Thus for baths with general spectral density in E
~6!, the smallern (52a) is, the more successfully the de
coupling works.

For our pure dephasing case at finite temperature, the
the thermal time scaletb[T21 at which thermal fluctuations
start affecting the system’s coherence. In particular, foT
@Luv , decoherence is governed by the thermal fluctuatio

FIG. 1. Temporal behavior of the logarithm of the decohere
factors atT50. The initial coherencer01

I (0)51. Parameters are
g50.05, Luv510 for Ohmic andg50.25, Luv580 for 1/f , L ir

51, Dt50.025 for both. Thick solid~dashed! line: 1/f case with
~without! decoupling pulses. Thin solid~dashed! line: Ohmic case
with ~without! decoupling pulses. Equation~3! was used for the
case without decoupling pulses, while Eq.~4! was used for the cas
with decoupling pulses at eacht5t2N . The dotted line is our ana
lytical result in Eq.~7!.
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In Fig. 2, a finite temperature result is shown. The dec
pling pulses enhance the decoherence for the Ohmic
even at low temperatures, since for the parameters chose
condition~1! is not satisfied. On the other hand, decohere
suppression in the 1/f case is highly effective. At high tem
perature, it has been argued on the basis of the Ohmic
that decoupling pulses faster than the thermal frequencT
are required to suppress decoherence@8#. Once again, the
nature of the bath can qualitatively modify this conclusio
Thus decoupling by relatively slow pulses that obey the c
dition LuvDt;1 can still be effective for decoherence su
pression at elevated temperatures. However, as the tem
ture increases, the effective spectrum shifts toward l
frequencies, and at the same time, the influence of the e
ronment increases. Overall, BB decoupling becomes inef
tive irrespective of the type of bath. This explains the bre
down of decoherence suppression atT51000 in Fig. 3. Note
from the figure that the suppression of decoherence for
1/f bath is more effective than for the Ohmic bath throug
out the whole temperature regime.

For pulses that are too slow, BB decoupling accelera
the decoherence@10#. For the Ohmic bath, as the interva

e FIG. 2. The temperature dependence of coherence att54. g
50.1 for Ohmic case andg50.5 for 1/f case,Luv520, L ir 51,
Dt50.125. Legend as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 3. Coherence as a function of a pulse interval at fin
temperature is plotted att52, calculated from Eq.~4!. Parameters
are g50.5, Luv5100, L ir 50.01. Thick ~thin! curves are 1/f
~Ohmic! case.T510 for upper lines andT51000 for lower lines.
The dotted line~mostly hiding behind the upper thick line! is our
approximate analytical result, Eqs.~7! and ~8!, at T510.
2-3
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approaches the threshold value~1! from below, there is a
crossover from decoherence suppression to decoherenc
hancement, as shown in Fig. 3. For the 1/f bath, suppression
is still effective for longer pulse intervals as long asDtLuv
,p is satisfied.

It is of interest to compare our results with the ga
voltage pulse experiment performed in@16# in a Cooper-pair
box. The corresponding parameter values in Eq.~4! are g
52EC

2 a/e2\2'0.1. Thus the weak coupling~Gaussian!
limit we are considering in this work is applicable with th
Josephson charging energyEC5122 meV and the constan
a5(1.331023e)2 determined by the noise measurement.
achieve 90% decoherence suppression withL ir 5100 Hz
and Luv510 GHz at kBT55 meV, the pulse intervalDt
;0.25 ns is required from our analysis based on Eq.~4! with
N51. Although the pulse sequence of@16# differs from ours
~theirs is thep/2-p-p/2 spin-echo sequence!, they play es-
sentially the same role~though their sequence is known to b
more robust to systematic errors!. Our Dt value roughly
agrees with their value,Dt;0.5 ns, deduced from Fig. 2 in
@16#. This agreement nicely illustrates the experimental f
sibility of the BB in the case of 1/f noise. Note that this
agreement is essentially free from paprameter adjustme
~i! The role of temperature in the lowT regime,T51 – 10, is
insignificant.~ii ! There is a weak logarithmic dependence
Luv in Eq. ~7!, which does not essentially change the va
of Dt ~except whenDt is very close toLuv

21!. The effective-
ness of spin-echo-type pulses in relation to superconduc
qubits was also recently discussed in@17#. The spin-boson
model is appropriate for the study of 1/f noise due to a large
number of weakly coupled background charges@18# and ex-
plains the observed Gaussian decay of coherence@16#.
tt.
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Conclusions. We have shown that the speed requirem
of the decoupling method should be stated relative to
type of bath spectral density, and not just in terms of
upper cutoff~baths with bimodal spectral distributions pro
vide another example of this@3#!. Most significantly, our
exact results have demonstrated that BB decoupling can
expected to be highly effective in suppressing decohere
due to the ubiquitous 1/f noise, and more generally stron
low-frequency noise, without having to satisfy the stringe
time constraints that may render the method overly diffic
to implement in other instances. We expect this to have
nificant implications, e.g., for suppression of noise due
charge fluctuations in electrodes providing control voltag
in quantum computation. Such a result has already been
tained experimentally in a Cooper-pair box experiment@16#
and is predicted to apply to trapped-ion quantum compu
tion as well@11#.

Note added in proof.Subsequent to our work several p
pers have appeared that also deal with suppression of
noise via BB decoupling@19–21#, and that deal with model-
ing 1/f noise in solid-state qubit systems@22,23#. Most of
these works@19–22# treat 1/f noise microscopically, as aris
ing from a collection of bistable fluctuators~BSF!, while
Ref. @23# considers nonlinear coupling; the resulting mode
hence not necessarily Gaussian. However, all these w
reduce to our model in the appropriate limits~weak-
coupling, and/or fast BSF, and/or many BSF!. References
@20,21# essentially follow the same decoherence suppres
strategy as ours, but use the model for 1/f noise considered in
Ref. @18#.

The present study was sponsored by NSERC and
DARPA-QuIST program~managed by AFOSR under Agree
ment No. F49620-01-1-0468! ~to D.A.L.!.
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